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PPSSPP is the best PSP* emulator out there. With the fact it will let
you play ALL games without any problems at a smooth frame rate,
and also let you get lots of updates as the game developers add
new features to improve the quality of the game. PPSSPP is the

best PSP emulator with lots of improvements. Current version has
20-30 games working. If you run latest version you have to see

warning about the support of current hardware (Gemini), but you
dont need to worry about it - PPSSPP is far more powerful than the

last version and will continue running all current games without
problem even with less then recommended settings. PPSSPP is the
best PSP emulator with lots of improvements. Current version has

20-30 games working. If you run latest version you have to see
warning about the support of current hardware (Gemini), but you

dont need to worry about it - PPSSPP is far more powerful than the
last version and will continue running all current games without
problem even with less then recommended settings. As we all

know, games can only be boot if the internal memory of the phone
is sufficient, and when you have to buy new games, it is not always

easy to get a USB storage. That is where PPSSPP Gold comes in.
When installing this application, you can transfer your PSP

collection, you can backup your original game library to the cloud
and you can put your games into your SD card, the USB storage or

any other storage. It will be easy to transfer them back to the
phone after booting. How to Apply New Update:Please keep in

mind, this application requires a full backup of your game library.
Backup with PPSSPP is recommended for an optimized play

experience. The game data can be updated with the update above.
To optimize, backup your game library again with the backup code

below, and then install the update above.
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Once you are familiar with the emulator’s function, you can start
exploring by using the source list to delete games that did not work

on the new emulator, or you can just play and download games
from the download list to search the PPSSPP PSP games. Using the
Settings function will help you to adjust the game and gameplay
settings to suit your preferences, and you can also change the

game name. If you want to have fun with your own PPSSPP games,
then this is the emulator for you. PPSSPP is free software: you can
redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General
Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either

version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
PPSSPP is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See
the GNU General Public License for more details. Play PSP games

on your Android device, at high definition with extra features!
PPSSPP is the best, original and only PSP* emulator for Android. It
runs a lot of games, but depending on the power of your device all
may not run at full speed. Galaxy S7 is not currently supported, fix

coming soon.No games are included with this download. Dump
your own real PSP games and turn them into.ISO or.CSO files, or

simply play free homebrew games, which are available online. Put
those in /PSP/GAME on your SD card / USB storage.Some games
that work (not all will run full speed on all devices): ppsspp is an
open source project which aims to be the ultimate psp emulator.
this version adds support for many more features, including the
ability to use any external usb gamepad as a controller. it also

includes the following major features: hardware acceleration usb
gamepads support full screen video and hardware decoding

support support for 5.1 surround sound psp & dualshock 2 media
support support for camera and microphone native support for the
latest psp firmware automatic updating of firmware windows & mac
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